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Build your LEGO library!LEGO City goes into Space! This new reader ties in with one of Lego's

major toy themes for Fall 2011, which is sure to be a hit with LEGO fans.
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My 4.5 year old son isn't reading yet, but he loves Lego City, and so we bought several of these

books as story books. He loves them and has requested them every night as one of his stories for

the past 10 days. Nice to know that we can use them again when he is ready to read level 1 books.

My 4 year old son loves all the Lego City books. He's not reading yet, but we have started doing

some word recognition with these books. He regularly chooses this and his other Lego City books

for us to read to him. The text is very simple, the pictures have enough detail to keep his interest

and the story is short but complete. Unlike some other beginning readers where the story is boring

and almost nonsensical, this one is a winner.This book got my son asking questions about

astronauts, outer space and space travel. I enjoy introducing short books covering different topics to

find out what my son is interested in and what he would like to learn more about.



My nephews love these books! They are two and three and have the Lego books memorized. I

actually had to read this one every night for a couple of weeks.

my son is in kindergarden and is learning to read. he loves legos and loves reading these books.

great gift for a young reader.

My nephew loved this "book". The illustration is appealing and there are only a few lines to read on

each page, this encouraged him to keep reading. Definitively I'll buy more books of this Lego

collection.

Bought this book for my son who loves to read and create with lego. My son is 6 and this is a great

read for him.

This is the epic story of space flight as told from the setting of LEGO City. Watch the preparations,

count down with the controller, and watch out for.... ALIENS!!!

With the NASA space shuttle program coming to an end, this book will be for children a reminder of

what once was. This is a great book in the Lego City series from Scholastic. It is also one of the

Level readers. From prepping the ship to working on the space station, this book is illustrated with

bright vibrant colors, and most of the scenes are drawings of actual Lego projects that you could

create and do. It is a wonderful addition to the Lego City series of books.The Leveled readers from

Scholastic are a great way to introduce your child to reading. The levels are:Pre1: ABC's & First

WordsLevel 1: Sight words, words to sound out and simple sentences.Level 2: New vocabulary and

longer sentences.Level 3: Reading for inspiration and information.Each book has a level rating, a

grade level, a reading level, a lexile level and a word count on the back.
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